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ABSTRACT
This research start utilizing an efficient sparse inverse covariance matrix (precision
matrix) estimation technique to identify a set of highly correlated discriminative per-
spectives between radical and counter-radical groups. A ranking system has been
developed that utilizes ranked perspectives to map Islamic organizations on a set
of socio-cultural, political and behavioral scales based on their web site corpus. Si-
multaneously, a gold standard ranking of these organizations was created through
domain experts and compute expert-to-expert agreements and present experimen-
tal results comparing the performance of the QUIC based scaling system to another
baseline method for organizations. The QUIC based algorithm not only outperforms
the baseline methods, but it is also the only system that consistently performs at
area expert-level accuracies for all scales. Also, a multi-scale ideological model has
been developed and it investigates the correlates of Islamic extremism in Indonesia,
Nigeria and UK. This analysis demonstrate that violence does not correlate strongly
with broad Muslim theological or sectarian orientations; it shows that religious diver-
sity intolerance is the only consistent and statistically significant ideological correlate
of Islamic extremism in these countries, alongside desire for political change in UK
and Indonesia, and social change in Nigeria. Next, dynamic issues and communities
tracking system based on NMF(Non-negative Matrix Factorization) co-clustering al-
gorithm has been built to better understand the dynamics of virtual communities.
The system used between Iran and Saudi Arabia to build and apply a multi-party
agent-based model that can demonstrate the role of wedges and spoilers in a complex
environment where coalitions are dynamic. Lastly, a visual intelligence platform for
tracking the diffusion of online social movements has been developed called Looking-
Glass to track the geographical footprint, shifting positions and flows of individuals,
topics and perspectives between groups. The algorithm utilize large amounts of text
i
collected from a wide variety of organizations’ media outlets to discover their hotly
debated topics, and their discriminative perspectives voiced by opposing camps orga-
nized into multiple scales. Discriminating perspectives is utilized to classify and map
individual Tweeter’s message content to social movements based on the perspectives
expressed in their tweets.
ii
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Chapter 1
RESEARCH OVERVIEW
1.1 Introduction
This research starts a multi-scaling based methodology that represents an impor-
tant step change in how we might observe and analyze radical and counter-radical
groups in any specific region. A visual intelligence platform that represents an im-
portant step change in how we might observe and analyze radical social movements
is also implemented to improves user interface for more convenient. Rather than
placing external forms of analysis that color and tautological define what is “radical”
or not from an external perspective, we proposes a more ontologically oriented ap-
proach. We seek to develop a methodology to allow the orientations of these groups to
define themselves via their own discourse within their own universe and understand-
ing of actions, rather than an external and potentially poorly calibrated analysis
of what constitutes radical. Without this kind of fundamental reorientation to re-
search of religiously or politically inspired groups, we get the poor assumption based
analysis that (incorrectly) predicts and champions ill-defined relationships between
certain religious or political sects and violence, for example. With our reorientation
of approach, we are more fundamentally able to examine such relationships in a way
that should allow researchers to take other kinds of nuance and understanding into
account. Current technology for monitoring social media tracks keyword matching
documents for names of known groups, individuals, and places. However, they can-
not find the proverbial “needles in a haystack” corresponding to those individuals
with radical or extremist ideas, connect the dots to identify their relationships, and
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their socio-cultural, political, economic drivers. Raw data in multiple modalities (e.g.
facebook, tweets, blogs, and newswires) gushes like an uncapped oil well but existing
technologies fail to provide comprehensive tools for making-sense of the data and for
seeing the bigger picture.
1.2 Related Work
In the case of Islamic social movements, Edward Said [39] observed, the bound-
ary between political rhetoric and scholarship concerning Islam is often blurred. The
problem is particularly acute when it comes to the study of violent forms of polit-
ical Islam and others deemed to be potentially violent. Much of the analytic and
policy oriented literature relies on binary distinctions such as “radical/moderate”,
“modern/traditional”, “conservative/progressive” etc. Binary models map enormous
diversity into ill-dended categories that often measure a mix of attitudes about democ-
racy, secularism, attitudes about the West and proclivity to violence. We explores
these problems and presents a multi-scale model based on more precise and objective
criteria that can be used to evaluate and compare movements in diverse cultural,
historical, and political contexts and how they change over time. The analysis and
modeling efforts build on previous studies [54] of change oriented social movements
and use a combination of ethnographic, discourse analysis, and computational meth-
ods as well as a case study involving 26 Islamic groups from the United Kingdom(UK).
The model presented here aims to broaden the base of discussion and analysis, recap-
ture and build upon previous observations, and establish a general framework within
which critically needed comparative studies looking at both violent and nonviolent
groups can be conducted.
This modeling leverages social theory including Durkheims research on collective
representations [29], Simmels work on conict and social differentiation [42], Wallaces
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writings on revitalization movements [53], and Tilly and Bayats studies on contempo-
rary social movement theory [4], [50] to understand features shared by violent religious
movements and by those opposing them. Radicalism is the ideological conviction that
it is acceptable and sometimes obligatory to use violence to eect profound political,
cultural and religious transformations and to change the existing social order fun-
damentally. Radical movements have complex origins and depend on diverse factors
that enable the translation of their radical ideology into social, political and religious
movements [16]. Crelinsten [12] states, both violence and terrorism possess a logic
and grammar that must be understood if we are to prevent or control them. Binary
labeling does not capture the overlaps, movement and interactivity among these ac-
tors. Previous research observe [47] that both counter-radical and radical movements
in Muslim societies exhibit distinct combinations of discrete states comprising var-
ious social, political, and religious beliefs, goals, attitudes and practices, and their
discriminating perspectives can be semi-automatically identified and mapped onto
latent linear continuums or scales.
1.3 Problem Definition
One of the fundamental issues with interpretative and qualitative data collection
and analysis of groups and social movements has been the researcher’s bias while
conducting the research. Goertz [45] makes the crucial point that, in their enthu-
siasm for reifying complex sociological, cultural or political concepts, theorists and
empiricists often focus too much on what a concept is, rather than on identifying the
concept on a continuum, in order to assess when a concept is present versus when it is
absent. In the social sciences, scaling is the process of measuring and ordering actors
(subjects) with respect to quantitative attributes or traits (items). In this study, we
present graphical tools and computational techniques so that both social movements
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(subjects) and their socio-economic, political, or religious beliefs, goals and practices
(items) can be mapped simultaneously on a set of continuous scales via expert inputs
and also via algorithms. Previous works developed algorithms [13],[47],[48],[47] that
utilize large amounts of multilingual text collected from a wide variety of organiza-
tions media outlets (e.g. web sites, blogs, news, RSS feeds, leaders speeches etc.)
to
1. discover hotly debated topics relevant for a scale, and discriminative topic-
specific perspectives voiced by opposing camps,
2. next, we identify a subset of these discriminating perspectives with a very spe-
cific statistical pattern (probabilistic Guttman pattern[19]) that can be used
to classify and rank any actors polarity and neutral-to-extreme position on a
continuous scale at area expert-level accuracy, and finally,
3. we utilize spatial-temporal analysis of real-time textual message feeds, from or-
ganization RSS feeds and individuals Tweets to track the geographical footprint,
hot spots, shifting position and flows of individuals between groups.
1.4 Experiments
The model described below defines a seven dimensional possibility space within
which diverse organizations, social movements, and individuals can be located. The
variables are treated as continuous bipolar scales. Each scale is measured indepen-
dently of the others. Social movements exhibit distinct combinations of discrete
social, political, and religious beliefs, attitudes, and practices that can be mapped
onto these latent linear scales. Scaling is a method for measuring and ordering en-
tities based on their qualitative attributes. The choice of scales relies on the work
of a combination of American, European, African, and Southeast Asian scholars and
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the literature on similar movements in various regions. The variables are general-
izations based on ethnographic research that involved observation of public events,
extended interviews and informal conversations with leaders and rank and file mem-
bers of organizations and movements, and discourse analysis. Field work findings
and conventional discourse analysis provided input for automated discourse analysis
conducted using methods relying on keywords associated with each of the variables
(described elsewhere). These automated methods analyzed more than fifty thousand
local language documents obtained with the use of web-mining technology. The scales
used in LookingGlass tools for characterizing Radical-Islamist and Counter-Radical
Islamist movements are:
 Epistemology : This scale refers to the ways in which religious groups in-
terpret core texts. Foundationalism is at one end of a continuum. It fixes
meaning in invariant, literal readings of core religious texts. Foundationalists
claim that their readings are ahistorical and not influenced by cultural consider-
ations. Constructivism is at the other end of the scale. It acknowledges that all
variants of a religious tradition are constructed in historical, social, and cultural
contexts and they can, and indeed must, change over time. Proponents of this
position maintain that to determine the meaning of a scriptural passage appro-
priate for a particular time, place, and culture, both the context of revelation
and the context of exegesis must be considered.
 Religious Diversity Tolerance : Exclusivists, who insist on universal adher-
ence to their own beliefs and social norms and who claim exclusive possession
of complete truth, are at one end. Pluralists, who understand difference as a
social and religious good or theological pluralism, are at the other. An entity at
the extreme pluralist end of the tolerance scale holds the view that all religions
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should be tolerated and that all are based on truths that transcend confessional
and sectarian differences.
 Social, Political, Religious Change Orientation : Change orientation aims
to capture the degree to which an entity wishes to effect social, political, and/or
religious change. It is also a measure of the degree to which an individual or
group attempts to influence others. Revitalization movements[53] that seek to
destroy the world as it is and rebuild it from scratch are at one end of the scale.
Defenders of the social, political, and religious status quo are at the other end.
 Violence : Violence is defined broadly to include more than killing, inflicting
physical injury, and destruction of property. Symbolic and discursive violence
are included in this scale because they are often steps leading toward physical
violence. They can cause havoc, especially when the manipulation of symbols
and discourse is purposively articulated to provoke adversaries, demonize op-
ponents, incite mobs to action, or to provide justifications for the “necessity
of violence”. Unlike physical violence that can be seen and clearly understood
for what it is, symbolic and discursive violence are not necessarily self-evident;
hence both require knowledge of their contexts to identify them and assess their
real and potential danger. Dehumanization, demonization, and the desecration
of sacred places and objects are among the most common and provocative forms
of symbolic violence committed in contexts of ethnic and religious conflict.
Violence Ideology scale represents the degree to which an entity supports or
rejects violence as a matter of principle. Though some of the movements scaled
rely on reasoned argumentation appealing to concepts of justice and oppression
in addition to, or in place of narratives. At one end are those who would support
any type of violence; at the other are pacifists who are ideologically committed to
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nonviolence. A lack of violent rhetoric is insufficient to classify an organization
as pacifist if the organization is silent in the face of others violence violent acts
and violent rhetoric.
Violence Engagement scale measures the degree to which an entity engages in
any type of violence including symbolic or discursive violence. At one end of the
continuum are those who have explicitly claimed responsibility for violent acts.
At the other end are those who have never engaged in any type of violence.
1.5 Research Contributions and Dissertation Overview
The contributions of this study can be summarized as follows: First, we utilize
an efficient sparse inverse co-variance matrix (precision matrix) estimation [21] tech-
nique to identify a sorted subset of perspectives that are likely to reveal a Guttman
pattern in the corpus of organizations or groups, and hence suitable for utilization
as items during scaling. The QUIC (QUadratic approximation for sparse Inverse Co-
variance estimation) algorithm presented in Chapter 2 has superlinear convergence it
uses O(log(1/e)) iterations for error e, which makes it suitable for large-scale prob-
lems. The QUIC algorithm consistently identifies subsets of discriminant perspectives
in experience. Also, we show that a heuristic ranking technique based on the QUIC
algorithm performs at higher accuracy than random and Rasch model while perform-
ing at area expert-level accuracies in ranking 26 U.K Islamic organizations on all
six socio-cultural political and behavioral scales. Next, if data is not able to con-
vert into Guttman pattern or having a continuous scale, then we analysis based on
Akaike Information Criterion(AIC) regression model using the most relevant scales
(high Pearson correlation) for the dependent variable. Based on the analysis result,
we predict threat indicators and potential allies in Chapter 3. After that, we propose
Non-negative Matrix Factorization(NMF) as co-clustering algorithm to detect online
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communities and discourse pattern with nonproliferation case study in Chapter 4.
This renders the model flexible and realistic, as each user could be associated with
multiple virtual communities, and each keyword can be used in multiple discourse
patterns. In Chapter 5, we introduce LookingGlass which is designed for real-time
contextual analysis of complex socio-political situations that are rife with volatil-
ity and uncertainty. It is able to rapidly recognize radical hot spots of networks,
narratives activities, and their socio-cultural economic, political drivers. Also, it is
informed by highly trained area expert on the ground with social science and subject
matter expertise as well as local cultural knowledge. Finally, we invest conclusion
and future work discussion in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
MULTIVARIABLE SCALING WITH QUIC
In the next step of our research we worked on a multi-scaling based methodology
that represents an important change in how we might observe and analyze radical and
counter-radical Islamic groups in any specific region. Rather than placing external
forms of analysis that color and tautological define what is “radical” or not from
an external perspective, we propose a more ontologically oriented approach. We
seeked to develop a methodology to allow the orientations of these groups to define
themselves via their own discourse within their own universe and understanding of
actions, rather than an external and potentially poorly calibrated analysis of what
constitutes radical.
2.1 Multi-Scale Modeling Techniques
2.1.1 Updated Guttman Pattern Detection
We summarize the process we used to automatically select a subset of discriminat-
ing features that can (a) well classify the two different classes of the documents corre-
sponding to different polarities of each scale and (b) approximately satisfy Guttman
scaling requirements [36]. The following steps describe our implementation:
1. For each topic relevant to a scale, calculate the frequency of the keywords cooc-
curring with the topic phrase in a document.
2. Use a sparse regression method with logistic loss discussed in previous section
to learn the discriminative perspectives for each class using SLEP logistic sparse
learning function [32].
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3. Use the identified perspectives to create a document x perspective matrix. Use
QUIC algorithm presented below to learn a sparse inverse covariance matrix of
the perspectives. In this matrix, the non-zero terms indicate that the corre-
sponding pairs of perspectives are conditionally dependent.
4. Threshold the elements of the inverse covariance matrix with a small value (0.05
is used in our experiments): If the absolute value of the element is smaller than
this value, substitute it with 0, otherwise substitute it with 1.
5. Rank the selected perspectives, showing 1s in their respective rows, in descend-
ing order by the number of their dependent perspectives.
6. Rank the organizations by the number of perspectives observed in their response
tables.
2.1.2 QUIC: QUadratic Inverse Covariance
By assuming the data are independent distributed according to Gaussian distri-
bution N(0,Σ), a zero in an off-diagonal element of Σ−1 corresponds to a pair of
variables that are conditionally independent given all other variables [60], [15]. For
example, if Σ−1(i, j) = 0, then the variable i and variable j are conditionally indepen-
dent. Therefore, we use the inverse covariance matrix of the keywords to represent
the concurrent relationships among the corresponding keyword pairs. Quadratic Ap-
proximation Method for Sparse Inverse Covariance Learning (QUIC) [21] is a very
efficient method to estimate a sparse inverse covariance matrix for the features of a
given sample set. It is to obtain an estimate of the inverse covariance matrix in which
some elements are exactly equal to zero.
Given the samples X from Gaussian distribution N(0,Σ), the log likelihood of
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these data is
logP (X) = ∑ni=1 logP (xi)
= ∑ni=1 log 1√(2pi)p∣Σ∣e−xiΣ−1xTi2
∝ log det(Σ−1) − trace(SΣ−1),
where S = cov(X) = XTX/n is the empirical covariance matrix for the samples X.
QUIC uses the maximum likelihood principle to estimate the inverse covariance ma-
trix Θ = Σ−1, with an extra sparse regularization term as follows:
min
Θ≻0 − log det(Θ) + trace(SΘ) + λ∣Θ∣1, (2.1)
λ is a nonnegative tunable parameter which controls the sparsity of the matrix Σ.
QUIC solve the problem in 2.1 iteratively based on Newton method, by using the
second-order information. In each iteration, it uses a quadratic approximation for
the objective function around the current estimated matrix Θt, and finds the Newton
direction Dt for the next estimate by solving a regularized quadratic program. We
denote the objective function as
f (Θ) = − log det(Θ) + trace(SΘ) + λ∣Θ∣1, (2.2)
It contains two parts f (Θ) = g(Θ) + h(Θ), where
g(Θ) = − log det(Θ) + trace(SΘ), (2.3)
which is twice differentiable and strictly convex, and
h(Θ) = λ∣Θ∣1, (2.4)
which is convex but non-differentiable.
In the (t + 1) − th step, as we have obtained the estimate Θt the log determinate
of (Θt +∆) can be approximated as
log det(Θt +∆) ≈ log det(Θt) + trace(Θ−1t ∆) − 12trace(Θ−1t ∆Θ−1t ∆). (2.5)
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Let Wt = Θ−1t . Define the second-order approximation of g(Θ) = g(Θt+∆) as g¯Θt(∆).
It is written as
g¯Θt(∆) = trace((S −Wt)∆) + 1
2
trace(Θ−1t ∆Θ−1t ∆) − log det(Θt) + trace(SΘt). (2.6)
Then the Newton direction Dt for the entire objective f(Θ) can be written as the
solution of the following problem:
Dt = arg min
∆
g¯Θt(∆) + h(Θt +∆). (2.7)
QUIC computes the Newton direction iteratively with a proper step-size, which is
selected by Armijo rule, until it finds a satisfactory estimate of Θ. To compute the
Newton direction is an l1 regularized least squares problem, which is also called Lasso
[32]. It is time consuming for directly solving 2.7. QUIC adapts the coordinate
descent and a screening heuristic to accelerate this optimization procedure [21]. It
is proved that QUIC has super-linear convergence, which is suitable for large-scale
problems. The implementation of this algorithm is available online1.
2.2 System Architecture
Initially experts identify a list of organizations and map their topics to scales.
Next, system mines topic-specific discriminative perspectives, and use QUIC to rank
the organizations. Alternatively, Rasch model is built to test the model fitness and
ranking performance. The experimental and evaluation data consists of positions of
26 UK based Islamic religious organizations on six scales scaled by three indepen-
dent experts, topic-to-scale mapping information provided by experts, and an online
web corpus of nearly 10,000 documents downloaded from the web sites of these or-
ganizations. The steps for processing and scaling these UK Islamic organizations is
summarized in Figure 2.1.
1http://www.cs.utexas.edu/ sustik/QUIC/
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Figure 2.1: An overview of the system architecture.
Figure 2.2: A segment of the topic-scale mapping tool for experts.
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The first part of the semi-automated process identifies a set of socio-cultural po-
litical scales showing the diversity and range of Islamist organizations and relevant
topics for each scale. For this purpose,
1. Currently six scales are used in this study.
2. Experts identify list of organizations for inclusion in the analysis.
3. Web sites of these organizations are crawled and downloaded.
4. A text mining system identifies top 100 n-grams as candidate topics from each
web site.
5. Experts map topics to relevant scales. A snapshot of the Mapping Tool in shown
in Figure 2.2.
These topics and list of organizations from opposing camps are used to identify
topic specific discriminative perspectives.
2.2.1 Graphical Scaling Tool
We built a graphical scaling tool to collect and record the opinions of area ex-
perts to be used for mining discriminative perspectives and for evaluating our scaling
algorithms (Chapter 1). Each expert independently classified and ranked all UK or-
ganizations relative to each other on all six linear bipolar scales described in Chapter
1. The positions of each individual organization provided by three experts are then
averaged to generate the gold standard of rankings of all organizations on all scales.
A snapshot of the graphical scaling tool showing the gold standard rankings is shown
Figure 2.3
Additionally the disagreements between the three area experts are recorded to
build a performance target for the algorithms. Since its expected that experts would
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Figure 2.3: A snapshot of the graphical scaling tool. Each expert independently scales
the organizations on six bipolar continous scales.
have different opinion on rankings of the organizations, our goal was to build a system
that would not differ from experts than themselves. Figure 2.4 shows the correlation
among the scales. The scale names are in the Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Scale Names
epistemology Epistemology
rel tolerance Religious Tolerance
chg social Social Change
chg political Political Change
chg religious Religious Change
ido violence Violence Ideology
eng violence Violence Engagement
Points aligning with the top-left main diagonal indicate a positive correlation (e.g.:
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Figure 2.4: Correlation between the scales.
all scales have positive correlations with themselves), while aligning with the top-right
opposite diagonal indicate a negative correlation. For example, if we take “Violence
Engagement” scale, we can observe a positive correlation with “Violence Ideology”,
and to a lesser scale with “Political Change”, on the other hand we can observe
a negative correlation with “Religous Tolerance”, while there seems no significant
correlation with “Religious Change”. The other scales can be read similarly.
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Figure 2.5: A sample set of radical and counter-radical perspectives for five different
topics on the Violence Ideology scale.
2.2.2 Perspective Mining
A debate on a topic is a formal discussion in which opposing perspectives are
put forward. In this step, our focus is the determination of discriminative topic-
specific perspectives, which would contribute to understanding of features (i.e. social,
political, cultural, religious beliefs, goals, and practices) shared by one side of a debate,
and by those opposing them. We formulate the perspective mining problem in a
general structured sparse learning framework as an optimization problem presented in
Chaper 1. The keyword phrases with non-zero values on the minimized solution vector
yields the discriminative perspectives. Figure 2.5 on the next page shows radical and
counter-radical perspectives identified by our perspective mining algorithm for five
topics on the Violence Ideology scale.
2.2.3 Ranking with QUadratic Inverse Covariance
We would like to identify the perspective characteristics of varying degrees of
polarization, from neutral to more extreme positions, on either side of every scale.
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Figure 2.6: A sample guttman pattern identified by the QUIC method.
A Guttman scale[19] presents a number of items, corresponding to sociocultural,
political beliefs, goals and practices, if these items can be ranked in some order so
that, for a rational respondent, the response pattern can be captured by a single index
on that ordered scale. In other words, on a Guttman scale, items can be arranged in
an order so that an organization who voices a particular item also voices most of the
other items of lower rank-order. We utilize the sparse inverse covariance estimation
technique presented in Section QUIC: QUadratic Inverse Covariance to identify the
candidate sorted subset of perspectives that are likely to reveal a Guttman pattern
and hence are suitable for utilization as reliable markers in Guttman scaling. A
sample Guttman pattern discovered by the QUIC algorithm in the response table of
UK organizations, which have below 0.5 scale value(left), for the Violence Ideology
scale is shown above in Figure 2.6. - where rows correspond to sorted organizations,
and columns corresponds to sorted items, and each dot represents an affirmative
response of an organization for an item.
2.2.4 Response Tables of Organizations
A response table is calculated based on the normalized frequency with which
organizations voice various perspectives for each organization are calculated by using
The normalized frequency Formula 2.8. In formula 2.8, k is the perspective, o is the
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organization, and Do is the entire document set for organization o.
fo,k = ∣{d ∣ k ∈ d, d ∈Do}∣∣Do∣ (2.8)
The median frequency of each perspective is used as a threshold. Organizations’
normalized perspective frequencies and the threshold of each perspective are used to
build a dichotomous [0/1] response matrix as the organizations’ response table.
2.2.5 Ranking with Rasch Modeling
A true Guttman scale is deterministic, i.e. if an actor subscribes to a certain
perspective, then it must also agree with all lower order perspectives on the scale.
But, perfect order is rare in the socio-cultural world. The Rasch [38] model provides a
probabilistic framework for Guttman scales to accommodate incomplete observations
and measurement error. We employed the Rasch model ranking result for both the
organizations (subjects) and corresponding perspectives (items) on each scale as an
alternative ranking algorithm alongside QUIC algorithm. Rasch Modeling algorithm
2 also produces a metric [3] to validate the fitness of the model. A p-value, returned
by the test, indicates the goodness of fit and a p-value 3 higher than 0.05 indicates
no presence of lack of fit.
2.3 Experimental Results
2.3.1 UK Corpus
The corpus domain is the online articles published by the web sites of the 26 re-
ligious organizations identified in UK, in the multiple languages. These sources are
2http://r-forge.r-project.org/projects/erm
3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-value
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the web sites, RSS feeds and blogs of the identified think tanks and organizations.
As discussed in the introduction, each source was classified as either radical or coun-
terradical by the area experts. We downloaded a total of 10,521 articles published in
these 26 web sites. For each web site, the boilerpipe toolkit4 was used to extract the
plain text from the HTML code.
2.3.2 Expert Opinion and Gold Standard of Rankings
We collaborated with three highly skilled area experts on UK Islam culture. In
order to build a gold standard of orderings of the organizations, we built a graphical
drag-and-drop user interface tool to collect the opinions of each of the area experts.
A screenshot of the tool is shown in Figure 2.3. Each expert separately evaluated and
ranked the organizations in the dataset according to six socio-cultural political and
behavioral scales. The consensus among the experts was high; since per item stan-
dard deviations among the experts scores along the scale axis over a range of [0; 1],
across mean value of error rate to gold standard of all organizations were 0:198(episte-
mology), 0:146(religious diversity tolerance), 0:145(political change), 0:127(religious
change), 0:113(social change), and 0:127(violence ideology). The individual scores for
each organization were combined and averaged to obtain the consensus gold standard
rankings along the hypothesized six scales.
2.3.3 Computationally Generated Scale
The ranking discovered by both the Rasch model and the QUIC algorithm fitting
the corpus have been evaluated against the gold standard rankings of the organizations
provided by the experts. The difference between two separate rankings have been
calculated by using the following displacement error measure defined in Equation
4https://code.google.com/p/boilerpipe/
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Figure 2.7: Computational and expert rankings of epistemology scale.
2.9.
error(G,R) = Σo ∈O ∣G(o)−R(o)∣∣O∣∣O∣ (2.9)
2.3.4 Scale - Epistemology
We calculated the error between each experts ranking and their consensus gold
standard of rankings. The first experts average error measure is 0.127, and the second
and third experts average errors are 0.319 and 0.148 correspondingly as shown in the
last row of the table in Figure 2.7. The average error of our experts against
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their gold standard ranking is 0.198. The Rasch models shows an error measure
of 0.299, which provided a higher ranking performance than the average performance
of random ranking. The QUIC algorithm performed most like experts ranking with
an error measure of 0:175, which actually provided the best ranking performance in
computational rankings and had less error measure than the average error of experts
against gold standard ranking.
2.3.5 Scale - Change Orientation : Political Change
We calculated the error between each experts ranking and their consensus gold
standard of rankings. The first experts average error measure is 0.068, and the second
and third experts average errors are 0.324 and 0.041 correspondingly as shown in the
last row of the table in Figure 2.8. The average error of our experts against
their gold standard ranking is 0.144. The Rasch models shows an error measure
of 0.225, which provided a higher ranking performance than the average performance
of random ranking. The QUIC algorithm performed most like experts ranking with
an error measure of 0:198, which actually provided the best ranking performance in
computational rankings and it fits experts error range between 0.041 to 0.324.
2.3.6 Scale - Change Orientation : Religious Change
We calculated the error between each experts ranking and their consensus gold
standard of rankings. The first experts average error measure is 0.089, and the second
and third experts average errors are 0.256 and 0.036 correspondingly as shown in the
last row of the table in Figure 2.9. The average error of our experts against their gold
standard ranking is 0.127. The Rasch models shows an error measure of
0.186, which provided a higher ranking performance not only than the average
performance of random ranking but also the average performance of experts ranking.
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Figure 2.8: Computational and expert rankings of political change scale.
The QUIC algorithm performed most like experts ranking with an error measure
of 0:183, which actually provided the best ranking performance in computational
rankings and had less error measure than the average error of experts against gold
standard ranking.
2.3.7 Scale - Change Orientation : Social Change
We calculated the error between each experts ranking and their consensus gold
standard of rankings. The first experts average error measure is 0.068, and the second
and third experts average errors are 0.195 and 0.077 correspondingly as shown in the
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Figure 2.9: Computational and expert rankings of religious change scale.
last row of the table in Figure 2.10. The average error of our experts against
their gold standard ranking is 0.113. The Rasch models shows an error measure
of 0.163, which provided a higher ranking performance than the average performance
of random ranking. The QUIC algorithm performed with an error measure of 0:163,
which actually provided the best ranking performance in computational rankings and
it fits experts error range between 0.068 to 0.195.
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Figure 2.10: Computational and expert rankings of social change scale.
2.3.8 Scale - Religious Diversity Tolerance
We calculated the error between each experts ranking and their consensus gold
standard of rankings. The first experts average error measure is 0.092, and the second
and third experts average errors are 0.219 and 0.127 correspondingly as shown in the
last row of the table in Figure 2.11. The average error of our experts against their
gold standard ranking is 0.143. The Rasch models shows an error measure of
0.194, which provided a higher ranking performance than the average performance
of random ranking. The QUIC algorithm performed with an error measure of 0:169,
which actually provided the best ranking performance in computational rankings and
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Figure 2.11: Computational and expert rankings of tolerance diversity scale.
it fits experts error range between 0.092 to 0.219.
2.3.9 Scale - Violence Ideology
We calculated the error between each experts ranking and their consensus gold
standard of rankings. The first experts average error measure is 0.062, and the second
and third experts average errors are 0.071 and 0.248 correspondingly as shown in the
last row of the table in Figure 2.12. The average error of our experts against their
gold standard ranking is 0.127. The Rasch models shows an error measure of 0.214,
which provided a higher ranking performance than the average performance
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Figure 2.12: Computational and expert rankings of violence ideology scale.
of random ranking. The QUIC algorithm performed with an error measure of
0:213, which actually provided the best ranking performance in computational rank-
ings and it fits experts error range between 0.062 to 0.248.
2.4 Evaluations
Our experiments showed that the hypothesized compatibility of the six scales for
the UK corpus is valid. Not only the QUIC model was statistically fitting the re-
sponse matrix, but also the generated ranking performance was fitting the experts
error range. Among our computational baseline methods, the QUIC Model was
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the only method producing expert-level performance as shown in Figures 2.7,2.8,2.9,
2.10,2.11,2.12
This preliminary analysis with the all six scales show that when experts assist the
system with keyword selection, the web corpus of organizations provides rich enough
information and patterns to enable a computational method to rank them accurately.
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Chapter 3
CORRELATE MODEL SELECTION FOR THREAT DETECTION AND
FINDING POTENTIAL ALLIES
3.1 Introduction
Much of the analytic and policy oriented literature relies on binary distinctions
of Islamic movements such as “radical/moderate”, “modern/traditional”, “conserva-
tive/progressive”, etc. [10], [41] Binary models map enormous diversity into ill-defined
categories that often measure little more than attitudes about democracy, attitude
about the West, and proclivity to violence [8], [57] and often reflect anti-Islamic bi-
ases. They are particularly susceptible to the distorting influence of claims about
Muslim proclivity towards violence / a recurring theme in academic discourse pro-
moted by Huntington, Lewis, and Pipes or what Mamdani calls “culture talk” [22],
[31], [37], [33]. Then on what basis are we able to compare Islamic groups practices,
observances and beliefs from context to context? One thing is not only comparing
differences in religious orientation and practice, but also the further layers of identity
and geographic context. This study seeks to tackle these questions by suggesting
that Muslim social movements constitute a range of activities and objectives, from
reform movements willing to accept small or incremental changes to those that would
destroy the world as it is and build what Burridge [11]; called a new heaven and new
earth. Even when their goals are the same, they differ on both what the appropriate
religious norms are, and how the transformative process should be undertaken.
Scholarly understanding of Islamic movements have impeded by three factors.
First, meaning centered analysis of social movements in general, and Muslim move-
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ments in particular, has focused on case studies and has hampered by the absence of
controlled comparative studies [6], [44].
Second, comparative studies and modeling efforts tend to focus on violent extremist
groups and racialization [8].
Third, analytic, religious, and political terminologies are often confused in both sin-
gle case and comparative studies. Taken together, these factors limit the ability to
understand the diversity of Islamic movements and the religious and non-religious
factors that contribute to it.
This study explores these problems and presents a model based on more precise
and objective criteria that can be used to evaluate and compare movements in di-
verse cultural, historical, and political contexts. The analysis and modeling efforts
build on previous studies of change oriented social movements [53], and use a com-
bination of ethnographic, discourse analysis, and computational methods as well as
case studies from Indonesia, Nigeria and UK. Our analysis demonstrate that violence
does not correlate strongly with broad Muslim theological or sectarian orientations;
it shows that religious diversity intolerance is the only consistent and statistically sig-
nificant ideological correlate of Islamic extremism in these countries, alongside desire
for political change in UK and Indonesia, and social change in Nigeria.
3.2 Related Works
In the sociological and political science literature, the term social movement gener-
ally refers to informally organized interest groups advocating or resisting social change
[17], [25], [26],[27],[43],[49]. These movements are understood as vehicles for collec-
tive action operating outside formally established political systems [49],[24], [34]. In
pre-modern, small-scale societies, Wallace and other anthropologists [11], [53], [14],
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[23], [59] have observed similar movements that aim to destroy the existing social
order and replace it with either one based on a new religious vision or one of a pris-
tine past as the basis for a utopian future. Most current studies examine issues of
relative deprivation [18], resource mobilization [35], and framing approaches [6] and
presume the context of open societies and groups with preexisting, if unrecognized,
commonalities.
Even movements based on common religious teachings may promote them within
an ideological framework which rejects all forms of political violence or one which
demonizes and encourages followers to kill enemy others [58]. It is impossible to
model the diversity of these movements using binary classifications. In fact, binary
classifications have accused of being so conceptually problematic as to be almost
useless [56]. While binary oppositions may serve as basic building blocks of cognitive
and social systems [30], their use as analytic classification system has called a form
of symbolic violence that serves to legitimize systems of domination [9].
Social and revitalization movements can differ enormously. Some seek only minor
changes, small adjustments in the calculus of social relations, while others seek to
destroy the existing social order and build the world anew. In addition, radical move-
ments, ranging from the Cargo Cults of colonial and post-colonial Melanesia to the
Iranian Revolution of 1979, share a common set of features in particular “...these revi-
talization movements, as they are termed, are a type of natural phenomena centered
on a charismatic leader; his code or sacred message calling for radical change; and an
enthusiastic following.” [53], [55] Lawrence argues that insistence on the primacy of
scripture is a defining characteristic of revitalization movements in Muslim context
and in other societies in which foundational texts are religious referents. [7]
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3.3 Modeling data generation and Analysis
3.3.1 Scaling Prominent Organizations and coding agreement
We designed an intuitive, easy-to-use graphical tool which marks the positions and
polarities of groups for defining multiple scales, so that area experts may populate
them with polarities and positions of known social movements from a certain region.
A snapshot of our graphical scaling tool is shown in Figure 2.3, which marks the
positions and polarities of 23 groups from Indonesia on the six scales described in
Chapter 1. After we collected area experts’ scale inputs, the input data was measured
by Krippendorff’s alpha measurement [28] to check how experts’ opinions were close
each other. The Alpha score is given by :
α = 1 − Do
De
(3.1)
whereDo is the disagreement observed andDe is the disagreement expected by chance.
Do = 1
n
∑
c∈R∑k∈R δ(c, k)∑u∈Umu nckuP (mu,2) (3.2)
where δ is a metric function (see below), n is the total number of pairable elements,
mu is the number of items in a unit, ncku number of (c, k) pairs in unit u, and P is
the permutation function. This can be seen to be the (weighted) average observed
distance from the diagonal.
De = 1
P (n,2)∑c∈R∑k∈R δ(c, k)Pck (3.3)
where Pck is the number of ways the pair (c, k) can be made. This can be seen to be
the average distance from the diagonal of all possible pairs of responses that could be
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derived from the multiset of all observations.
Pck =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
c ≠ k ncnk
c = k nc(nc − 1) (3.4)
The above is equivalent to the usual form of α once it has been simplified algebraically.
One interpretation of Krippendorff’s alpha is:
α = 1 − Dwithin units = in error
Dwithin and between units = in total (3.5)
α = 1 : indicates perfect reliability
α = 0 : indicates the absence of reliability. Units and the values assigned to them are
statistically unrelated.
α < 0 : when disagreements are systematic and exceed what can be expected by
chance.
In this general form, disagreements Do and De may be conceptually transparent
but are computationally inefficient. They can be simplified algebraically, especially
when expressed in terms of the visually more instructive coincidence matrix repre-
sentation of the reliability data.
3.3.2 Akaike and Bayesian Information Criterion
In order to build multivariate models for identifying the statistically significant
correlates of violence engagement and ideology variables we experimented with the
Akaike Information Criterion(AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [52]
based models. AIC and BIC are methods used of selecting the best model from a
set of candidates by processing the residual error between likelihood estimated and
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experimented data [40], [1]. We select a model having that shows lowest AIC and
BIC value representing the information lost and calculated as follows:
AIC = −2log(L) + 2k (3.6)
BIC = −2log(L) + klog(n) (3.7)
The last term is bais adjustment for small sample size and based on a rule of thump
as AIC would estimates better when n to k ratio is large.
RSS = n∑
i=1{y2i − f(xi)2} (3.8)
L = RSS/n (3.9)
L is the likelihood; k is number of parameters to be estimated; n is the number of
observations “political groups”; RSS is the residual sum of squares. To select the
best candidate model corresponds to highest weight wi, we first need to calculate,
∆i for each model assuming we have M models such that ∆ = ∆1,∆2, . . . ,∆M , and
similarly AIC = AIC1,AIC2, . . . ,AICM :
∆AICi = AICi −min(AIC) (3.10)
∆BICi = BICi −min(BIC) (3.11)
The Forward Algorithm starts with a null model. It has no predictors, but only
one intercept which is the mean of target. Each variable and intercept fit in n simple
linear regression models. In other words, the best model is searched among all the
single variable models with the lowest residual sum of squares. It is picked and fixed
as the model. Next iteration is searched through the remaining n - 1 variables and
find out which variable should be added to the current model for best residual sum
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of squares. The iteration will stop when the rule is satisfied. For instance, when
all remaining variables have a p-value above certain threshold or the minimum of
AIC/BIC is larger than previous iteration, the procedure will be stop.
Algorithm 1 Forward Algorithm
1: set j∗1 = argmin
j∈{0,1,...,n}{AIC/BIC({j})}
2: set j∗2 = argmin
j∈{0,1,...,n}{AIC/BIC({j∗1 , j})}
3: ... until j∗ = 0
3.4 Experimental Results and Findings
The experimental data consists of averaged scale positions for 33 Islamic groups
and organizations from U.K, 28 Islamic groups and organizations from Indonesia, 16
Islamic groups and organizations from Nigeria on six scales, collected independently
from three area experts for each country. We computed pairwise Pearson correlation
coefficients [5] to measure the strengths of linear associations between the dependent
violence variable and the others. The best multivariate models to predict the violence
variable were then obtained by using the stepwise AIC and BIC methods. Statistical
Analyses were performed using the statistical software packages SAS version 9.1 (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC) and R (http://www.R-project.org).
3.4.1 U.K Case
The average score of Krippendorff’s alpha interval for U.K model was 0.302. U.K
coders’ input had many missing values and it would cause the low agreement.
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Figure 3.1: Area experts scaling input for Violence Engagement - U.K
Table 3.1: Krippendorff’s alpha score - U.K
Variables Krippendorff’s alpha
Epistemology 0.38534673
Diversity Tolerance 0.442916312
Social Change 0.073693808
Political Change 0.38534673
Religious Change 0.264466197
Violence Ideology 0.224244751
Violence Engagement 0.338431503
Average score 0.302063719
The Pearson correlations showed high collinearity between violence and diversity
tolerance where the correlation was -0.73 with a p-value of 0.0007, alongside other
variables such as political change with a positive correlation of 0.67 and a p-value
of 0.0009. The best model identified by the stepwise AIC and BIC methods is as
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Figure 3.2: Pearson Correlation between variables - U.K
shown in Table 3.2. The model has an R-square of 0.69, which means that 69% of
the variability of the violence can be explained by the variables in the model. The
R-squared adjusted for this model was also high with 0.65. The model is comprised
of a pair of statistically significant predictors and a significant intercept that we kept
in the model. Diversity tolerance is significantly and negatively associated with the
dependent violence variable with a slope of -0.7471 and a p-value of 0.0003. This
suggests that a unit decrease in diversity intolerance will lead to 0.7471 units increase
in violence outcome. Political change was also found to be positively associated with
the violence variable through a slope of 0.4319 and a p-value of 0.0243.
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Figure 3.3: Extremist Movement on U.K
Table 3.2: Multivariate linear model of Violence versus Covariates - U.K
Covariates Estimated Std. Error t-value p-value
Intercept 0.3709 0.1651 2.247 0.031 *
Diversity Tolerance -0.7471 0.1728 -3.858 0.0003 ***
Political Change 0.4319 0.1773 2.691 0.0243 *
Significant Code Signif. codes:,0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’* 0.05 ’. 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Following Figure 3.3 shows the multi-line chart for the positions of 33 Islamic
groups and organizations in UK scaled by the average values of three area experts’
opinions. Each line represents the averaged scale values of a unique group or orga-
nization on five independent scales (i.e. Epistemology, Diversity Tolerance, Political,
Social and Religious Change orientation), as well as the group’s violence orientation.
The red box designates violent extremist movements (VEM) which either support
violence as a matter of principle or engages in any type of violence including symbolic
or discursive violence. Yellow brackets indicate predictive independent variables and
value positions identified by the above model that indicate VEM’s in UK.
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Figure 3.4: Area experts scaling input for Violence Engagement - Indonesia
3.4.2 Indonesia Case
Indonesia input had high alpha agreement and the average score was 0.996. There
were few missing input and most of scales were close each other.
Table 3.3: Krippendorff’s alpha score - Indonesia
Variables Krippendorff’s alpha
Epistemology 0.996788035
Diversity Tolerance 0.991945058
Social Change 0.999627352
Political Change 0.99645491
Religious Change 0.989913116
Violence Ideology 0.999806557
Violence Engagement 0.999959636
Average score 0.996356381
The Pearson correlations showed high collinearity between violence and diversity
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Figure 3.5: Pearson Correlation between variables - Indonesia
tolerance where the correlation was -0.76 with a p-value of 0.0008, alongside other
variables such as political change with a positive correlation of 0.80 and a p-value of
0.0007. The best model identified by the stepwise AIC and BIC methods is shown
in Table 3.4. This model has an R-square of 0.78. The R-squared adjusted for this
model was also high with 0.76. The model is also comprised of two statistically sig-
nificant predictors and an intercept that we kept in the model. Diversity tolerance is
significantly and negatively associated with the violence variable. Diversity tolerance
is significantly and negatively associated with the dependent violence variable with a
slope of -0.6705 and a p-value of 0.0002. Political change was also found to be posi-
tively associated with the violence variable through a slope of 0.3931 and a p-value
of 0.0281.
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Figure 3.6: Extremist Movement on Indonesia
Table 3.4: Model parameters estimates - Indonesia
Covariates Estimated Std. Error t-value p-value
Intercept 0.3207 0.1022 3.137 3.99 e-03 **
Diversity Tolerance -0.6705 0.1496 -4.309 0.0002 ***
Political Change 0.3931 0.1646 5.115 0.0281 *
Significant Code Signif. codes:,0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’* 0.05 ’. 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Following Figure 3.6 shows the multi-line chart for the positions of 28 Islamic
groups and organizations in Indonesia scaled by the average values of three area
experts’ opinions. Yellow brackets indicate predictive independent variables and value
positions identified by the above model that indicate VEM’s in Indonesia.
3.4.3 Nigeria Case
The coders’ agreement of Nigeria was 0.546, which means moderate range.
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Figure 3.7: Area experts scaling input for Violence Engagement - Nigeria
Table 3.5: Krippendorff’s alpha score - Nigeria
Variables Krippendorff’s alpha
Epistemology 0.131867136
Diversity Tolerance 0.436172755
Social Change 0.595666123
Political Change 0.507327801
Religious Change 0.675932356
Violence Ideology 0.691612472
Violence Engagement 0.788722363
Average score 0.546757287
The Pearson correlations showed high collinearity between violence and diversity
tolerance where the correlation was -0.92 with a p-value of 0.0003, alongside other
variables such as social change with a positive correlation of 0.67 with p-values of
0.0006. The best model identified by the stepwise AIC and BIC methods is as shown
in Table 3.6. This model has an R-square of 0.71. The R-squared adjusted for this
model was also high with 0.70. The model is comprised of a pair of statistically signif-
icant predictors and an intercept. Diversity tolerance is significantly and negatively
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Figure 3.8: Pearson Correlation between variables - Nigeria
associated with violence through a slope of -0.8828 and a p-value of 0.0002. Social
change was found to be positively associated with the violence variable with a slope
of 0.1588 and a p-value of 0.0392.
Table 3.6: Model parameters estimates - Nigeria
Coefficient Estimated Std. Error t-value p-value
Intercept 0.8238 0.1395 5.907 2.02 e-05 ***
Diversity Tolerance -0.8828 0.1712 -7.072 0.0002 ***
Social Change 0.1588 0.1789 0.923 0.0392 *
Significant Code Signif. codes:,0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’* 0.05 ’. 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Following Figure 3.9 shows the multi-line chart for the positions of 16 Islamic
groups and organizations in Nigeria scaled by the average values of three area ex-
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Figure 3.9: Extremist Movement on Nigeria
perts’ opinions. Yellow brackets indicate predictive independent variables and value
positions identified by the above model that indicate VEM’s in Nigeria.
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Chapter 4
SHIFT DETECTION OF ONLINE COMMUNITIES
4.1 Introduction
Social movements are now located in cyberspace as much as on the ground and
influence events from local to transnational levels. Understanding the dynamics of
interaction between virtual and on-the-ground movements is an emerging challenge
for the social sciences. Researchers require tools to distinguish which elements of
online discourse are significant and contribute to emerging events and which are less
relevant. To address this challenge, we will continue efforts to develop evolutionary
clustering technologies to track evolving discourse patterns to better understand the
dynamics of virtual communities.
Evolutionary clustering tracks the ways in which discourse patterns and virtual
Figure 4.1: Community evolution patterns.
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communities change over time. Efforts will be made to develop noise resistant tech-
nologies capable of detecting cluster events and long term cluster trends. Possible
events and trends during the lifetime of a cluster are birth, death, splitting, merging
growth and contraction. We develop incremental evolutionary co-clustering algo-
rithms for identifying Internet based communities and how they change over time.
Specifically we will develop technologies to:
1. track groups experiencing high change rates,
2. characterize the types of change, especially movement towards VEM or CVE
positions, and
3. identify real-world events and issues that drive these changes.
4.2 Co-clustering Implementation
we start with the following model for identifying online community and discourse
pattern co-clusters. Let R denote the user-keyword matrix constructed based on infor-
mation collected from online social forums (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, chatrooms, etc.).
We propose to generate the co-clusters by approximating R by the product of two ma-
trices, i.e.,R ≈ F ⋅G′ , where both F and G are non-negative matrices. In particular,
each row of F is a user cluster membership vector, mapping the user-to-user clusters,
or online communities, and each row of G is a keyword cluster membership vector,
mapping the keyword-to-keyword clusters, or discourse patterns. Notice that this
model generates soft assignment of users/keywords to online communities/discourse
patterns by allowing F and G to have more than 1 positive entry in each row. This
renders the model flexible and realistic, as each user could be associated with multiple
virtual communities, and each keyword can be used in multiple discourse patterns.
Furthermore, to improve the accuracy of the generated co-clusters, we propose
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to effectively leverage the side information from online social networks and lexical
databases. To be specific, let M denote the connectivity matrix of online users re-
flecting various types of relationship, such as friendship, following, re-tweet, replying,
etc., and let N denote the similarity matrix of all the key words obtained from lexical
databases such as Wordnet. Notice that besides the lexical databases, N can also be
obtained based on the co-occurrence patterns in a related document set. We propose
to infer the user clustering matrix F and keyword clustering matrix G such that:
1. The approximation error of R by F ⋅G′ should be small;
2. For a pair of users with a close online relationship, i.e., a large edge weight in
M , their cluster membership vectors in F should be similar to each other;
3. For a pair of similar keywords, i.e., a large entry in N based on lexical databases
or a related document set, their cluster membership vectors in G should be
similar to each other.
Based on these criteria, we propose the following optimization framework.
minF,G≥0 ∥ R − FG′ ∥F +λtr[F ′(DM −M)F ] + µtr[G′(DN −N)G] (4.1)
where λ and µ are two positive parameters, DM and DN are diagonal matrices
whose diagonal elements are equal to the row sums of M and N respectively. It
is easy to see that the objective function is non-convex. To solve it, we propose
to use alternative optimization based on the multiplicative update rules in order to
satisfy the non-negative constraint on both F and G in each iteration. For large
scale problems, it is usually the case that the input matrices R, M and N are highly
sparse. We will leverage such a property to develop efficient algorithms, which are
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guaranteed to converge to a local optimal solution. Furthermore, to study how the
virtual community and discourse pattern co-clusters evolve over time, we focus on
two different scenarios.
First, we assume that the number of co-clusters remains the same and the map-
pings from user to user clusters and from keyword to keyword clusters evolve over
time, i.e., membership changes. Examples include gradually growing/shrinking vir-
tual communities, and discourse patterns that adapt to recent events. We will re-
peatedly solve Equation 4.1 with matrices R(t) and M (t) observed at the tth time
stamp. Notice that matrix N does not evolve over time since the similarity between
key words is relatively stable. To reduce the computational complexity for repeatedly
solving Equation 4.1, we will use the optimal solution in the previous time stamp
F (t) and G(t) for initialization in the current time stamp. Furthermore, for adjacent
time stamps, the difference in the matrices R(t)(M (t)) and R(t+1)(M (t+1)) can often
be considered as low-rank matrices. We propose to use tools from matrix perturba-
tion theory to efficiently infer the difference between optimal matrices F (t)(G(t)) and
F (t+1)(G(t+1)) at adjacent time stamps. Once we have obtained the cluster member-
ship matrices over time, we will be well equipped to analyze how key properties of
the virtual community and discourse pattern co-clusters evolve over time, such as the
size of the virtual communities, the most frequent key words in their corresponding
discourse patterns, etc.
Second, we assume that the number of co-cluster change over time, i.e., struc-
tural changes. Examples include the split of one virtual community into multiple
communities due to diverse discourse patterns, the merge of existing virtual com-
munities due to the convergence of their discourse patterns, and the emergence of
new virtual communities. For the first case, we expect to see a large reconstruction
error if the number of user clusters remain the same; and it will decrease significant
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if this number is slightly increased. For the second case, we expect the key word
distributions associated with more than one key word clusters to be similar to each
other. Therefore, we propose to solve Equation 4.1 with increased/decreased num-
bers of user clusters and key word clusters when such criteria are satisfied. Then
by comparing the reconstruction errors associated with different numbers of clusters,
we will be able to identify the structural changes in the co-clusters. For the third
case, due to the small size of the emerging virtual communities in the early stage
as compared to other existing virtual communities, it can be challenging to identify
its members and the associated discourse patterns. To address this challenge, we
propose to use rare category detection techniques to identify candidate members of
the emerging community, and verify them with domain experts. The key idea is to
detect tight-knit small sub-graphs in the social networks, such that members of the
sub-graph constantly interact with one another, and their behavior patterns in terms
of the keywords are similar. We propose various scoring methods to rank candidate
members based on their probability of coming from the emerging community, and
design effective interaction mechanisms to solicit feedback from domain experts.
4.3 Data Visualization
The community structure of graphs is an important feature that gives insight
into the high-level organization of individuals within a social network. While graph-
based representations are well suited for investigating structural properties of social
networks at a single point in time, they appear to be significantly less useful when
used to analyze gradual community-based changes over a period of time. Previous
timeline-based approaches either visualize the dynamic graph or the dynamic com-
munity structure. In contrast, recently developed approaches [51], [20] combine both
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Figure 4.2: (a) The evolution of communities (b) overlays node-link diagrams reveal-
ing the underlying dynamic graph structure.
in a single Sankey Diagram1 and therefore allow users to investigate the community
structure together with the underlying dynamic graph. The optimized ordering of ver-
tices and selection of colors in combination with interactive highlighting techniques
increases the traceability of communities along the time axis.
We propose to develop a framework which applies a time series analysis which
tests to see if the level of shifts between communities is statistically significantly
different before or after a date. Each statistically significant community-based event
(such as birth, death, splitting, merging) and shift (such as growth or contraction)
will generate alerts to an analyst alongside related datasets (such as real-word news)
in order to help enhance their situational understanding of what (if any) events may
have triggered these online changes in discourse and dynamics. Users will be able to
identify visual signatures, estimate the reliability of the derived community structure,
and investigate whether community evolution interacts with changes in the graph
topology.
1Sankey Diagrams, https://github.com/d3/d3-plugins/tree/master/sankey
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4.4 Experimental Results and Findings
4.4.1 Project Background
At a time in which sub-state and trans-state groups are emerging and consolidat-
ing gains within states that are failing or weak, the great nations are embroiled in
proxy warfare in Iraq, Syria and Yemen. Mortal enemies like Iran and Saudi Arabia
are deeply involved in these conflicts, both believing that the outcome may deter-
mine the survivability of their respective regimes. In discussion with leaders from
Iran and Saudi Arabia, we have learned that both believe that nuclear capability,
including weaponization, is essential to their nations future and regime survival, par-
ticularly if the other seeks such capability. Layered on top of this, the leaders tell
us that aggression by the other across the region represents the danger to their own
regime and proves that the other cannot be trusted. The international community
has attempted to prevent nuclear proliferation within Iran by negotiating a nuclear
deal that normalizes relations between Iran and the West in exchange for Iran scaling
back its nuclear program. But, leaders in Israel tell us that the Iran Nuclear Deal
ensures that there will be war with Iran at some-point in the future. Leaders from
Saudi Arabia say that the Deal ensures a nuclear Iran and that they have no choice
but to build a weapons program. The signatories of the Nuclear Deal (P5+1) state
that the agreement strengthens the moderates within Iran and provides a bulwark
against hard-liners wanting to end the rapprochement with the West, particularly the
United States, and their quest to achieve nuclear weapons capability. This premise
is based upon the construct that the international community open investment into
Iran and reduce the sanctions that were choking the Iranian economy, resulting in
improving productivity and significantly increasing GDP. Naturally, the hard-liners
in Iran were skeptical of the agreement and the economic outcomes that it promised.
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Low oil and natural gas prices and little investment from the West have undermined
the good intentions behind the agreement and have prevented the Iranian economy,
largely dependent upon petroleum exports, from benefiting as a result of the thawing
of relations with the West. Hardliners in Iran claim that Saudi Arabia and the West
have manipulated the oil and gas markets to depress petroleum prices and prevented
investment in Iran, claiming that both are using economic warfare against Iran and
are actively trying to undermine the agreement. As a result, the Iranian hardliners
have been growing in power and have recently had a key member of the Iranian nego-
tiating team arrested on espionage charges. Concurrently, hardliners in Saudi Arabia
also represent a significant threat to the Iran Nuclear Deal. If the deal collapses,
Saudi Arabia will be seen to have legitimacy to purse a nuclear weapons program
that counters the nuclear breakout capability of the Iranians. The emergence of anti-
Nuclear Deal factions in Iran and Saudi Arabia underscore the critical problem in
understanding the implications of these influences on regional conflict and interna-
tional stability. The complex alignment of interests and alliances in Iran, Iraq, Saudi
Arabia, Syria and Yemen demonstrate that factions and spoilers have an outsized
role in international security and the affairs of many states.
4.4.2 Analyze Statements by Leaders for Signals of Intent
We downloaded 132,800 news articles between 2001.9.11 and 2016,9.30 by google
news API and each article contains our target leaders’ statements. We extracted their
statement and transformed user x keyword matrix format.
To use co-clustering algorithm, we tune a few parameters including the number
of cluster k. We select k by running cluster algorithm with k values from 1 to 5 and
calculated three evaluation criterions. We use three well-known clustering evaluation
criterions; Calinski Harabasz, Davies Bouldin, and Silhouette. To find the optimal
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Figure 4.3: Total Volume of Statement by Nations.
number of clusters, we picked higher value for Calinski Harabasz, and Silhouette and
lower value for Davies Bouldin.
1. Calinski-Harabasz Criterion
The Calinski-Harabasz criterion is sometimes called the variance ratio criterion
(VRC). The Calinski-Harabasz index is defined as
V RCk = SSB
SSW
× (N − k)(k − 1) , (4.2)
whereSSB is the overall between-cluster variance, SSW is the overall within-
cluster variance, k is the number of clusters, and N is the number of observa-
tions. The overall between-cluster variance SSB is defined as
SSB = Σki=1ni ∥mi −m ∥2, (4.3)
where k is the number of clusters, mi is the centroid of cluster i,m is the overall
mean of the sample data, and ∣mim∣ is the L2 norm (Euclidean distance) between
the two vectors. The overall within-cluster variance SSW is defined as
SSW = Σki=1Σx∈ci ∥ x −mi ∥2, (4.4)
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where k is the number of clusters, x is a data point, ci is the ith cluster, mi is
the centroid of cluster i, and ∣xmi∣ is the L2 norm (Euclidean distance) between
the two vectors. Well-defined clusters have a large between-cluster variance
(SSB) and a small within-cluster variance (SSW ). The larger the V RCk ratio,
the better the data partition. To determine the optimal number of clusters,
maximize V RCk with respect to k. The optimal number of clusters is the
solution with the highest Calinski-Harabasz index value.
2. Davies-Bouldin Criterion
The Davies-Bouldin criterion is based on a ratio of within-cluster and between-
cluster distances. The Davies-Bouldin index is defined as
DB = 1
k
Σki=1 max
j≠i {Di,j}, (4.5)
whereDi,jis the within-to-between cluster distance ratio for theith andjth clus-
ters. In mathematical terms,
Di,j = (d¯i + d¯j)
di,j
, (4.6)
d¯i is the average distance between each point in the ith cluster and the centroid
of the ith cluster. d¯j is the average distance between each point in the jth cluster
and the centroid of the jth cluster. di,jis the Euclidean distance between the
centroids of the ith and jth clusters. The maximum value of Di,jrepresents the
worst-case within-to-between cluster ratio for cluster i. The optimal clustering
solution has the smallest Davies-Bouldin index value.
3. Silhouette Value
The silhouette value for each point is a measure of how similar that point is
to points in its own cluster, when compared to points in other clusters. The
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silhouette value for the ith point, Si, is defined as
Si = bi − ai
max(ai, bi) , (4.7)
where ai is the average distance from the ith point to the other points in the
same cluster as i, and bi is the minimum average distance from the ith point
to points in a different cluster, minimized over clusters. The silhouette value
ranges from -1 to +1. A high silhouette value indicates that i is well-matched
to its own cluster, and poorly-matched to neighboring clusters. If most points
have a high silhouette value, then the clustering solution is appropriate. If many
points have a low or negative silhouette value, then the clustering solution may
have either too many or too few clusters. The silhouette clustering evaluation
criterion can be used with any distance metric.
To develop a more comprehensive understanding of motivations for and pathways
towards nuclear weaponization in the Middle East, we make three hypothesis based on
target countries leaders’ signal from their speeches or announcements. The hypothesis
is language representing as :
1. Weaponization or Acquisition of Nuclear Weapons : Willing to use
nuclear power for weapon
2. Breakout or Obfuscate Capabilities : Right to produce domestic nuclear
energy and medicine
3. Non-Proliferation of Weapons : No will for nuclear weapon.
Each category has signal word list in The Keyword Table 4.1. After co-clustering
step, we map each cluster result(keyword) and category keyword list. The matched
keyword would be a member of each cluster and we compute purity by this result and
assign cluster to certain category based on the purity score.
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The Keyword Table 4.1 was created by the following documents for signals repre-
senting each category.
1. Language Representing Weaponization/Acquisition of Nuclear Bomb
- Oppenheimer Nuclear Bomb Speech
- Potsdam Ultimatum
- Harry Truman Post Hiroshima Speech
- Public Statements by Kim Jong-Il, Kim Jong-un, the Foreign Ministry
- Public Statements by Pakistani Leaders
- Public Statements by Saudi Arabian Leaders since 2014
2. Language Representing Breakout/Obfuscate Capabilities (right to produce do-
mestic nuclear energy and medicine)
- Statements from Iranian Leaders
- Statements from N.Korean Leaders/Foreign Ministry (2003-2006)
3. Language Representing Non-Proliferation of Weapons
- Obama Iran Nuclear Deal Speech
- IAEA Director General, Yukiya Amano, Iran Nuclear Deal Statements
- Cameron, Hollande and Merkel Op-Ed Supporting Iran Nuclear Deal
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Table 4.1: Hypothesis Category Keyword List
Category Acquisition/Weaponization Breakout/Obfuscate Non-Proliferation
1 Revolutionary Discrimination Internationalism
2 Power Rights Multilateralism
3 Deterrence Respect Diplomacy
4 Destruction Pride Verification
5 Willingness to use Prestige Values
6 Efficient Peaceful technology Non-Proliferation
7 Annihilation Peaceful energy
8 Skepticism
9 Sovereignty
10 Ultimatum
11 Dignity
12 Proliferation
Purity is a simple and transparent evaluation measure. To compute purity, each
cluster is assigned to the class which is most frequent in the cluster, and then the
accuracy of this assignment is measured by counting the number of correctly assigned
documents and dividing by N . Formally:
purity(Ω,C) = 1
N
Σk max
j
∣wk ∩ cj ∣ (4.8)
Where Ω = w1,w2, ...wk is the set of clusters and C = c1, c2, ...cj is the set of
categories.
The clustering result of leaders of all countries is Figure 4.5 and 4.6. Group 1 and
2 support weaponization and group 3 support breakout with weak purity, but group
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Figure 4.4: Purity as an external evaluation criterion for cluster quality. Majority
class and number of members of the majority class for the three clusters are: x,5
(cluster 1); o,4(cluster 2); and ◇,3(cluster 3). Purity is (1/17) × (5 + 4 + 3) ≈ 0.71.
Figure 4.5: Clustering Result for Three Categories.
4 support non-proliferation with strong purity and this means they are mentioning
only this categorys keyword.
Leader of Saudi Arabia site among all groups, but Israel leaders site almost group
1, who support weaponization, and Iran leaders almost stand at group 3, who support
breakout/obfuscation.
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Figure 4.6: Clustering Result by Leaders’ Statement.
4.4.3 Identify Wedge Issues Between Populations and Leaders in Saudi Arabia and
Iran
We acquired all twitter data utilzing keywords for Saudi Arabia and Iran for three
years and the period includes important events such as, the signing of the JCPOA and
from July 1st, 2015 to September 30, 2016. The last three years of tweet data related
with nuclear issues showed intuitive the volume breakout points and each breakout
point has major event such as U.S and Iran agreed nuclear deal, KACARE signed an
agreement with China to build civilian nuclear program, etc.
We selected three major breakout events and applied co-clustering algorithm. The
clustering result used tracking dynamic online communities and visualized in Sankey
diagram in Figure 4.8. The group number 3 has mixed communities which represented
“Breakout/Obfuscate” and “Supporting the Deal”. People who were in this cluster
intended with below opinions.
1. Breakout/Obfuscate:
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Figure 4.7: Saudi Arabia tweet volume breakout.
- Mohammed Bin Nayef authorize KACARE to collaborate with Egypt to de-
velop civilian nuclear energy program (posted by the Office of Saudi Press
Agency)
- Saudi announced that it reached an important milestone in uranium enrichment-
at same time they are committed to maintaining the highest levels of trans-
parency with international agencies. This technology would allow Saudi to
generate electricity, water desalination and other civilian applications.
2. Supporting the Deal:
- King Salman called Obama and stated that hed support the deal as long as
it would stop Iran from acquiring the nuclear weapon.
- Saudi Arabia satisfied with Obama’s assurances on Iran deal
- Adel al-Jubeir welcoming the nuclear deal as long as it would stop Iran from
obtaining the nuclear weapon.
- Adnan Ibrahim (an influential Islamic scholar) comes as pro-deal arguing that
Iran have never been an aggressor against any nation in over 150 years. In the
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Figure 4.8: Saudi Arabia dynamic community shift at breakout point.
last war with Iraq, Iraq was the aggressor.
On the other hands, people of the group number 2 were dominant “Weaponiza-
tion” supporters with below opinions.
1. Weaponization:
- The current deal with Iran, facilitated by US, empowers Iran only - rather
than sharing authority and empowering all nations across the whole region.
A 10 year-only suspension period of precluding Iran from acquiring nuclear
weapons is perceived as threat to all Arab nations in the region.
- Former CIA: Duane Clarridge debunks Obamas assertion that the Iran deal
will bring peace to middle east, but instead it would lead to an arms race.
- Saudi would take all measure to protect itself from the threat posed by Iran,
even if it would be at the expense of good relations with the US. US has basically
abandoned Arabs and Gulf Countries.
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Figure 4.9: Iran dynamic community shift at breakout point.
- Pakistani army chief Gen. Raheel Sharif has reiterated that any threat to
Saudi Arabia’s territorial integrity will evoke a response from Islamabad.
There were some minorities who didn’t belong any categories, but concerned about
the Iran deal. The group number 1 had below opinions.
1. Concerns about the Iran Deal:
- Cessation of the embargo on Iran would allow them to use cash-flows to support
nuclear research and fund terrorist groups such as Hezbollah and the Iranian
militias in Syria and Iraq.
- Anwar Malek, Algerian author: By invading Iraq, US has unleashed Iranian
militias onto Arabs and all Muslims thru sectarian wars.
Each breakout point had a set of groups and each group had their identities with
opinions. Similarly, we analysis Iran tweets to tracking dynamic online communities.
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For instance, there were three groups at the first breakout points and each group
had below opinion.
1. Weaponization-1:
- Eranico tweets that Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries are getting ready
for military operation against Iran after the deal even without US & Pakistans
support.
- Ahmadinejad asks people to get ready for the Twelver Shia Imam, whom is
believed to be the ultimate savior of mankind – he will come amidst the chaos.
- North Korea leader threatens Turkey, if it acts against Russia or supports ISIS
in Syria or Iraq.
- A foreign affairs correspondent, John Hudson tweets that Obama has concerns
with Iranians supporting Houthis in Yemen.
2. Breakout/Obfuscate-1:
- The hardliner news agency, Farsnews, about the deal: Iranian Military sites
are not open and the deal focuses only on nuclear and not other issues ( John
Kerry).
- IAEAs Amano informs creation of a uranium bank in Kazakhstan can help
Iran prevent uranium proliferation in Bushehr.
- Energy ministry of US proposes Iran to get technological help of US. Iran can
get the help to modernize Irans Arak nuclear reactor for peaceful aims.
3. Non-Proliferation-1:
- Federica Mogherini tweets in Farsi that the deal is close to be signed.
- Rouhani in BBC talks positively about the deal which will open a new chapter
for Iran and international relations. Sanctions effect people’s lives.
- A photo shopped Obama siting in a pilgrim, showing that Iran and US now
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are getting close together.
- President Obama talks to Saudi Arabia foreign affairs minister in the White
House.
- Referring to Israel and its nuclear arsenal, Zarif states that the deal can change
the dangerous and wrong-headed security paradigm. The deal is a kick start for
a paradigm shift and marks the beginning of a new era for the non-proliferation
regime.
- Deutsche Welle (DW): after the nuclear deal, Iranians dance in the streets in
many cities of Iran.
- The former Tehran’s Mayor Gholamhossein Karbaschi, close to reformists,
says Iran is a good partner for the West in building peace and security. He asks
Rouhani to open an internal dialogue between different groups in Iran.
- VOA Farsi reports that former Britain foreign minister hopes that the deal be
a blue print to start dialogue with North Korea.
- Shargh reformist newspaper enlists the advantages of the deal and critiques
Ahmadinejad’s team.
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Chapter 5
LOOKING GLASS : VISUALIZING IDEOLOGICAL CAMPS/GROUPS
5.1 Looking Glass Tools and Methods
The algorithms utilize large amounts of text collected from a wide variety of orga-
nizations media outlets to discover their hotly debated topics, and their discriminative
perspectives voiced by opposing camps organized into multiple scales. We utilize dis-
criminating perspectives to classify and map individual Tweeter’s message content to
social movements based on the perspectives expressed in their weekly tweets. We de-
veloped a visual intelligence platform, named LookingGlass, to track the geographical
footprint, shifting positions and flows of individuals, topics and perspectives between
groups. The more challeging aspect of textual analysis is discriminating perspective
mining in debates between the opposing camps on a scale. A debate is a formal
discussion on a set of related topics in a forum, in which opposing arguments are put
forward. For example, a debate on education might comprise opposing perspectives,
such as “secular, multi-cultural education” vs. “religious, sharia based education”.
In this step, our focus is the development of an automated perspective mining algo-
rithm, which would contribute to the understanding of features (i.e. social, political,
cultural, religious beliefs, goals, and practices) shared by one side of a debate, and
by those opposing them. We formulate the perspective mining problem in a gen-
eral structured sparse learning framework [32]. In particular, the logistical regression
formulation fits our application, since it is a dichotomous classification problem.
min
x
Σmi=1wi log(1 + exp(−yi(xTai + c))) + λ∣x∣1 (5.1)
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In the Formula 5.1, ai is the vector representation of the ith document, wi is the
weight assigned to the ith document (wi = 1/m by default), and A = [a1, a2, , am]
is the document keyword matrix, yi is the polarity of each document based upon
the scale polarity of the actor that the document belongs to, and the unknown xj
, the jth element of x, is the weight for each keyword, λ > 0 is a regularization
parameter that controls the sparsity of the solution, ∣x∣1 = Σ∣xi∣ is 1-norm of the x
vector. We use the SLEP (sparse learning package) 1 that utilizes gradient descent
approach to solve the above convex and non-smooth optimization problem. The
keyword phrases with non-zero values on the sparse x vector yields the discriminant
perspectives based on their polarity (positive or negative). The utilization of the
logistic regression formulation presented in Formula 5.1, it provides a classification
model [46] between different polarities of a scale by checking the polarity of (xTai)
where xT corresponds to the weights of the discriminant perspectives relevant to a
scale, and ai is the keyword vector of each Tweeters weekly message content. Using
the discriminating perspectives, we can not only detect if a message or a collection
of messages from a Tweeter maps to one polarity or another polarity of a scale (e.g.
radical or not-radical), but also if a message or a messenger classifies as a follower
of one of the known social movements rhetoric or ideology. In our 10-fold cross-
validation-based experiments with 37,000 web pages downloaded from web sites of
23 Islamic organizations (10 radical and 13 non-radical) from Indonesia, we observed
that the linear formulation-based message classifier, with discriminative perspectives
as its features, achieves over 98% accuracy for predicting the corresponding polarity
of documents. Furthermore, we observed that logistic formulation-based classifier
achieves over 83% accuracy for predicting the corresponding source (a particular
Islamic organization) of a document. Combined with longitudinal analysis of an
1http://www.yelab.net/software/SLEP/
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individuals messages (such as those that can be observed on Twitter, message boards,
blogs, or in chat rooms), we can determine :
1. shifts of individuals from the status of unaffiliated to affiliated of one of the
known social movements (SM),
2. growth and shrinkage drivers (i.e. types of events and narratives) of SMs, and
3. influential followers of SMs.
In the following section we describe the design of a real-time dashboard, named Look-
ingGlass (see Figure. 5), to display all types of flows and hot spots of Tweeters be-
tween radical (red) and non-radical (green) SMs, their popular keywords, hash tags,
event mentions, and media sources driving their weekly shifts.
5.2 Looking Glass Design and Architecture
The following diagram in Figure 5.2 shows the major components of the Looking-
Glass real-time dashboard.
Initially we download all documents from web sites of organizations, followed by
discriminant perspective mining. Next, we utilize Twitter Streaming API to collect
all tweets matching topics and perspectives. We collect tweets from each user and
apply the polarity and group-level classifier to map tweeters to groups. We display
shifts and flows among groups by utilizing a chord diagram and their geographic
footprint extracted from GPS coded tweets and tweeters home pages by utilizing a
heat map.
1. Data Collecting : In the beginning, we invite area experts with field and domain
expertise to create a list of radical and non-radical organizations and mark their
polarity and scaling using the Graphical Scaling Tool. Next, a web crawler
downloads the web sites and RSS feeds of organizations.
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Figure 5.1: A Real-Time Dashboard for Visualizing Shifts and their Flows.
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Figure 5.2: LookingGlass Design and system architecture
2. Perspective Analysis : Next we utilize the multi-lingual topic detection and
mapping tools by automated on-line topic detection [2] in text data. We asked
area-experts to scan detected topics and associate them with the scales that
they are relevant. Also, Discriminative Perspective Mining algorithm described
in Chapter 5.1 to determine topics and discriminative features (n-grams) to
train linear regression based polarity level (radical or non) classifier and logistic
regression based group level classifier.
3. Twitter Stream : We subscribe to Twitter streaming API and collect all mes-
sages matching topics and topic-specific perspectives.
4. User Classification : Collected raw data is aggregated weekly by user and we
apply previously trained classifiers to map users to groups based on topics and
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perspectives mentioned in their tweets.
5. Chord Diagram : User-Group mappings are rendered using d32 chord diagram
for visualization. All user and group information is indexed by Apache Solr3
server, supporting keyword and parametric search. Google map API4 was inte-
grated to track users and organizations geographical footprint.
This visualization tool incorporates images, symbols to help design targeted per-
suasion campaigns, and measure their effectiveness in real-time by tracking diffusion
and shifts. Also, it can build an social media intelligence estimate incorporating all
spectrums of ideology and observable behavior, track groups and individuals, align
information with events to build a predictive early warning system.
5.3 Looking Glass Deployment
We collected 7 weeks of matching Twitter messages from Indonesia, Malaysia
and Singapore starting on October 10, 2012. Weekly an average of total tweets was
786,484 and by unique average 348,227 Tweeters. Weekly statistics of number of
tweets and tweeters are shown in 5.4, 5.5.
Based Tweeter classification results in previous section, around 10% of Tweeters
messages were predicted to match the perspectives of radical groups and rest of users
messages matched the non-radical groups. Figure 5.6 below shows the percentages of
weekly polarization between radical and non-radical.
In order to detect shifts, we utilized the QUIC scaling of organizations discussed
in Chapter 2. Figure 5.7 below shows the polarities of the radical and non-radical lists
of organizations we analyzed, and their rankings from neutral-to-extreme positions on
2http://d3js.org
3http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
4https://developers.google.com/maps/
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Figure 5.3: LookingGlass User Interface.
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Figure 5.4: Total number of weekly Indonesian tweets matching topics and perspec-
tives.
Figure 5.5: Total number of weekly Indonesian tweeters.
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Figure 5.6: Weekly radical and non-radical polarities of Tweeters.
both sides. For instance, if a tweeters messages were classified to a radical organization
during a previous week, but next week the Tweeters messages were classified to a
non-radical organization, then we consider the users shift as “counter-radicalized”.
Similarly, if Tweeters messages were classified to a non-radical group, or a radical
group of a lower order during a previous week, and then that users messages were
classifier to a radical group of an higher order the following week then we labeled the
shift as “radicalized”. The joint polarity and ranking table and two possible shift
directions are shown below in Figure 5.7.
Weekly opinion shifts for 7 weeks are shown in Figure 5.8. An average percentage
of radicalized opinion shifts was around 15%, average percentage of counter radicalized
opinion shifts was 70%, and approximately 15% of users preserved their previous
weekly position exactly.
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Figure 5.7: Weekly opinion shifts in tweets.
Figure 5.8: Weekly radicalized / counter radicalized shifts - percentages.
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Figure 5.9: Event based users opinion tracking.
5.4 Loogking Glass Use Scenarios
In this section, we present three different scenarios for demonstrating the utility
of the LookingGlass platform. All the scenarios are drawn from real social movement
and Tweeter streams.
5.4.1 A Protest Event highlighted by Non-Affiliated Radicals.
If a Tweeters weekly message content gets classified as “Radical”, but the user
does not classify to one of the known radical groups by the group level classifier,
then we label that user as “Unaffiliated Radical”. A similar reasoning also applies to
detect “Unaffiliated Counter-Radical”.
1. An event was among the most popular tweets of 370 Unaffiliated Radicals be-
tween Oct.10.2012 and Oct.17.2012.
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Figure 5.10: A Radical Groups local followers.
2. The event was a salafi student protest and the violent reaction by the security
forces against them at North Sulawesi, Indonesia.
3. This“radicalizing” event can be detected by selecting the “Unaffiliated Radi-
cal” segment on the chord diagram and checking the popular URLs mentioned
in tweets. Clicking on the corresponding URL pops-up the article titled Demo
Cagub, Polisi Hajar Mahasiswa from its original media source http://sindikasi.inilah.com/.
(Figure 5.9)
5.4.2 A Radical Groups Local Followers.
1. Clicking on one of the radical groups on the chord diagram shows the geographic
footprint of their followers.
2. A group of followers were detected at “The Tun Dr.Ismail International School
of Johor”, in Padang Tengku, Malaysia.
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Figure 5.11: A Radical Groups transnational followers.
3. One of tweeters on the corresponding user list, is the official twitter account of
the organization itself highlighing Khilafah goals. Another one of the tweeters
on the user list, talks about protests, jihad, mujahideen and displays the image
of a militia group on the background image of his Tweeter page. (Figure 5.10)
5.4.3 A Radical Groups Transnational Followers.
1. Selecting another radical group on the chord diagram, reveals a group of fol-
lowers exchanging messages from Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia.
2. One of the popular URLs shared among these transnational group of users is
an article on a missile attack into Israeli territory by a terrorist organization.
3. Following figure (Figure 5.11) shows the selected organization with a trans-
national follower footprnt on the Chord Diagram, corresponding popular article
and its media source.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this chapter, I briefly recap the contributions in this thesis.
In Chapter 2, Scaling with the QUIC algorithm consistently performs at area
expert-level accuracies for all the evaluated scales used for modeling the UK Islamic
organizations. This preliminary analysis with all six scales show that when experts
can bootstrap the system with a list of organizations and assist it with topic- to-scale
mapping, then the web corpus of these organizations provides sufficient information to
enable a computational method to rank and model organizations at area expert-level
accuracies.
In Chapter 3, we develop a multi-variate model to facilitate the comparative analy-
sis of Islamic social movements in diverse political and cultural environments through
the use of shared objective analytic language. This facilitates both the comparison
of movements that define themselves similarly but differ on the variables and those
which define themselves differently but actually have strong similarities on the vari-
ables. We show that the ideological positions of Islamic groups can be modeled using
a set of socio-cultural and political scales derived from social movements literature.
We present a multivariate system sufficiently powerful to capture the observations of
scholars working across disciplines and regions but do not, at this juncture, consider
causal pathways or make general theoretical claims. We utilize our model and scaling
tools to design an experiment to investigate the correlates of Islamic extremism in
Indonesia, Nigeria and UK. Findings based on the small set of movements examined
in this paper are necessarily preliminary. However, this much is clear. Muslim so-
cial movements range from reform movements willing to accept small or incremental
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changes to those that would destroy the world as it is and build an Islamist utopia.
Even when their goals are the same, they differ both on what the appropriate re-
ligious norms are, and how the transformative process should be undertaken. Our
cases, using the six variables, demonstrate that violence does not correlate strongly
with broad Muslim theological or sectarian orientations. It also suggests that low
levels of diversity tolerance figures significantly in the emergence of violent groups
and ideologies, alongside a desire for political change in UK and Indonesia, and a
desire for social change in Nigeria. Since the model does not reference religiously or
culturally specific terms and concepts, it can be employed in the analysis of religious
social movements more generally.
In Chapter 4, we built tracking system for dynamic online communities with
NMF(Non-negative Matrix Factorization) co-clustering method. The co-clustering
algorithm successfully generated well-organized groups with good accuracy(purity
score). Furthermore, the community structure of graph is an important feature that
gives insight into the high-level organization of individuals within a social network.
Traditional timeline-based approaches either visualize the dynamic graph or the dy-
namic community structure. In contrast, recently developed approaches combine both
in a single Sankey Diagram and therefore allow users to investigate the community
structure together with the underlying dynamic graph.
In Chapter 5, we introduced the visualized user interface system named Looking
Glass that utilized large amounts of text collection from a wide variety of organiza-
tions media outlets to discover their hotly debated topics, and their discriminative
perspectives voiced by opposing camps organized into multiple scales. We utilized
discriminating perspectives to classify and map individual Tweeter’s message con-
tent to social movements based on the perspectives expressed in their weekly tweets.
This visualization tool incorporates images, symbols to help design targeted persua-
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sion campaigns, and measure their effectiveness in real-time by tracking diffusion
and shifts. Also, it can build an social media intelligence estimate incorporating all
spectrums of ideology and observable behavior, track groups and individuals, align
information with events to build a predictive early warning system.
Our possible future extension of this research can include investigations on au-
tomated discovery of new and emerging groups, as well as utilization of clustering
techniques using the inverse covariance matrix to automatically synthesize scales rep-
resenting highly correlated sets of topics. Also, we plan to use the model to monitor
how social movements change over time and space, and identify the types of organiza-
tions that might enter into formal or informal alliances, because of their proximity on
one or more scales. Furthermore, co-clustering optimization can improve clustering
accuracy and intuitive user friendly interface implementation can be include.
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